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Army parts lookup

NSN Search Tool What is an NSN number? An NSN number, also known as the National Number of Shares or NATO Stock Number, is a 13-digit numeric code for determining standard material elements. They are recognized by all NATO countries and the U.S. Department of Defense. It is
most commonly used to supply, store, locate, and track items. There is a brief NSN description and their story on Wikipedia. Click here to browse our Wikipedia article database We have over 14 million unique files in our database to search for. You can search by part number or NSN
number. National stock numbers, or NSNs, are 13 serial numbers assigned to all components sourced and sourced in the federal supply chain. Defensive parts can range from aircraft bearings to fuselage components. Components must comply with strict military standards (MEMBER
States) that take into account the hostile conditions in which the components must operate. For example military bearings should be able to withstand high friction levels of a helicopter rotor drive. Asap Distribution, owned and operated by ASAP Semiconductor, has a stock of over 2 billion
NSNs including those used in the defence industry. We encourage you to use our defense components database to get your place in no time. All our parties are subjected to numerous phases of quality control that verify military standards. We are the only independent distributor with no
china sourcing policy. We source only from the manufacturers we trust. In return, our customers trust us to solve all their parts supply problems. Defense Part Number Lookup by NSN [NSN] NationalStockNumber.INFO worldwide distributor of NSN components and consumables located in
the U.S. Certified Quality Assurance ISO 9001:2015 + AS9120B Breaking Parts Prevention 100% Product Inspections 7 Year Record Preservation On Time Delivery HAZMAT Certified Global Shipping About us and our activities We are an AS9120 certified distributor of NSN (national
number of stocks) spare parts and conumables worldwide to companies and individuals in the aviation sector, military and trade. Our goal is to relieve our customers of the huge supply and logistics work associated with the supply of the products needed for their activities. This is achieved
by providing an easy to search massive online product database on our website nationalstocknumber.info which includes nsn specifications, manufacturers, information historical pricing, previous procurement data, and more for each NSN. Send us a request for an offer and you will receive
a billing and availability offer by email usually within 1-24 hours. Once you decide to place an order with us the process is as simple as signing your order agreement online and providing payment information. Your order will then be prepared by the certified quality control and
packaging/handling specialists for shipment to any non-embargoed country in the world. TL;DRDon't want to waste your time Our huge collection? Click below to contact us or request an offer that will be sent directly to a vendor assigned to you and give you a formal offer and PDF terms for
the product you are looking for. Contact us Get a product offer Last updated: 01/03/2021 10:49am EST NSNs updated with new and more information. NSN INDICATOR | REPORT | Search NSN | Military parts | Conservation | Aerospace parts | Kitting solutions | MRO 3PL / Third Party
Logistics | Aviation parts | Mil Specification Parts | PERSONAL DATA POLICY Copyright © ISO Group, Inc. 2021 All Rights Exclusive Commercial Aviation Services Committed to Excellence and Timely Delivery More Information Useful Information NSN (National Stock Numbers) To find
information about any NSN, part number, technical manual, nomenclature or CAGE code, use the search bar above. Below you will find lists of NSNs sorted by large category. If you can't find the NSN you're looking for: 1. Run a search of our website (use the box above). 2. Check our
recently found NSN (which are not on this list yet). 3. Use the forum to submit an NSN Search request. 4. Contact us if this is an urgent request from NSN. How to obtain: Unit-level refuelling personnel should use the Class II/IX refuelling system to commandeer these components using the



NSN provided. Alternatively, PR &amp; c could be used, or for small quantities impac orders/GPC cards could work as well (through the ArmyProperty Store or other vendors). Contact us for larger quantities or items that you find difficult to find. Soldiers and leaders should use official
channels to the fullest extent before spending their own money on buying these items. 1. PERSONAL MILITARY WORK NEWS: Army Combat Shirt (ACS) NEWS: IFAK (Individual First Aid Kit) NEWS: Wiley-X Glasses and Wiley-X Gloves NEWS: Oakley NEWS: Lenses (SureFire,
BlackHawk, MagLite, Phantom Warrior, LazerBrite, Krill Lights) NEWS: Camelbak Impact Glove NEWS: Review Glasses (Sawfly &amp; Locust Glasses) Camelbakes and Hydration Systems Update: BLACKHAWK! NSN List MOLLE Rifle Set MOLLE Vests and Bags Multi-Tools:
Leatherman, Gerber, SOG; FULL LIST (Knives / Multi-Tools) LaserGrips for Pistols Spare Parts for Individual Elements Soldier RFI. (Wiley-X glasses, sleeping bag, ACH helmet, etc.) Category A Uniforms, Shirts, Shoes, Patches, and Insignia Desert Boots PT Uniforms NVG Accessories
OCIE (Organizational Clothing and Personal Equipment); see also this list (large, 3MB) and that ECWCS gen III (extended cold weather clothing system, generation 3) NSN 2. ACU UNITED 3. UNIT Supplies 4. Medical Supplies 5. COMMO Equipment 6. DIFFERENT LISTS 7. Tent heaters -
- One of the few models actually approved for use within army tents. The large tent heater is manufactured by hurricane heaters. It will easily hold a BATTALION TOC (about 3-4 sicps tents attached to each other) 60 plus degrees when they are sub-freezing outdoors. 8. Pistol cords. These
are not only useful for your M9 (or other pistol), they can be to bind ANCDs, plglrs, and other sensitive data. NSN 8465-00-965-1705 is green nylon, and 8465-00-262-5237 is white. Blackhawk! it also makes a pistol cord which is made of a coiled, black rubber coated steel cable, with NSN
4020-01-493-8335. The coiled straps will usually make it through a year-long development, and their flexible, foldable features mean they won't get tangled up with the rest of your tool, compared to a straight nylon cord. NSN INDICATOR | REPORT | Search NSN | Military parts |
Conservation | Aerospace parts | Kitting solutions | MRO 3PL / Third Party Logistics | Aviation parts | Mil Specification Parts | MY PERSONAL POLICY TEIA Copyright © ISO Group, Inc. 2021 All rights reserved NSN INDEX | REPORT | Search NSN | Military parts | Conservation | Aerospace
parts | Kitting solutions | MRO 3PL / Third Party Logistics | Aviation parts | Mil Specification Parts | PERSONAL POLICY WITH THIS © ISO Group, Inc. 2021 All Rights Reserved WebFlis is the NSN Search Service provided online by the U.S. Department of Defense's Defense Logistics
Information Service (DLIS). WebFLIS Restricted Web Flis is now a Restricted Service by the U.S. government (as of June 17, 2015), but there are other methods of access to search NATO's logistics database that are unlimited and do not provide access to sensitive and classified
information. PUBLOG - WebFLIS Unrestricted Since converting WebFLIS to a restricted service in June 2015, an alternative method of accessing FLIS, a downloadable tool called PUBLOG available from DLIS, has been launched. WebFLIS FEDLOG The Federal Logistics Database
(FEDLOG) is a data set published by the U.S. Government's Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) monthly on CD-ROM and DVD. It can be used by mechanical, technical research, procurement, procurement/procurement/procurement, procurement, cataloguing, maintenance, distribution,
storage, transport, quality assurance and disposal personnel for the recovery of management personnel, part/reference, supplier, Commercial and Governmental Body (CAGE), goods, substitutability and substitutability (I&amp;S) and feature information recorded in relation to national
inventory numbers (NSN). Fed LOG also provides unique data service for additional WebFLIS Search Capabilities Organizations Every Federal Agency in the U.S. has access to the Federal Logistics Database (FEDLOG) and can use it to manage their supplies and supply chain. The
biggest users are by far the Army of the WebFLIS Army, the US Air Force, the USAF WebFLIS, the US Navy, the Navy WebFLIS and the US Marine Corps, usmc webflis. Other prominent users include the FAA, states, the National Security Agency (NSA), embassies and committees.
Commissioners. Commissioners.
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